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VeraSense clinical research summary | Clinical and economic advantages for surgeons and hospitals

VeraSense sensor-assisted total knee arthroplasty
Quantify soft tissue balance and customize implant position

Proven clinical and economic advantages
for surgeons and hospitals
Imbalance of soft tissues and improper position of the knee implant can result in pain, stiffness, limited range of
motion and instability in the knee.
VeraSense sensor technology is a single-use instrument that delivers evidence-based data wirelessly to an
intraoperative monitor, enabling surgeons to perform real-time, quantified soft tissue balancing and implant
positioning during total knee arthroplasty (TKA).
VeraSense research presented in this summary was conducted with both the Stryker Triathlon variant and nonStryker variants for other total knee systems on the market. Outcomes may vary when using exclusively a Stryker
variant of VeraSense, but soft tissue balance is a common goal of all total knee arthroplasty procedures.
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VeraSense clinical outcomes | Can you feel a balanced knee?

Is a surgeon-defined “balanced knee” following total knee
arthroplasty really balanced?
A multicenter blinded control trial 1-3
Purpose
Conclusion

Residual soft tissue imbalance in TKA may cause
instability, leading to greater pain and worse function.
This multicenter study compared blinded surgeons’
subjective, feel-based evaluation of TKA balance
to quantitative, intraoperative VeraSense load
measurements. It was hypothesized that the surgeondefined assessment is a poor predictor of the actual
state of soft tissue balance in TKA.

Without VeraSense, TKAs are only balanced
approximately 50% of the time.
Surgeon-defined assessment correlates poorly
with sensorized feedback. Quantitative sensor
data may prove useful to help ensure a balanced
TKA.

Methods

Blinded VeraSense assessment of
surgeon-guided TKA

• 170 primary TKA patients
• At the end of each case, surgeons were asked to
provide a manual assessment of balance in extension
and flexion
• Quantified balance data—blinded to the surgeon—
was then captured with VeraSense intraoperatively

49%

• Mismatch between VeraSense balance data and
surgeon-defined assessment were analyzed (balanced
= M/L load differential ≤ 15 lbf)

51%

Unbalanced
Balanced

• By surgeon feel, all knees were deemed to be
acceptably balanced in both extension and flexion,
although some were identified as either medially or
laterally dominant
Qualitative assessment
Surgeon based

Results
• Blinded VeraSense data showed only 51% (n=86) of
surgeon-guided TKAs were quantifiably balanced
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• When surgeons subjectively assess a knee as
imbalanced without VeraSense, they often
misidentify the dominant compartment (14%)
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VeraSense clinical outcomes | Can you feel a balanced knee?

Soft tissue balancing in total knee arthroplasty using
sensor-guided assessment: Is there a learning curve? 4*

Purpose
Sensor-guided assessment for soft tissue balance in
TKA has been reported to improve patient satisfaction
and self-reported outcome scores. As more surgeons
adopt this technology in TKA, Gharaibeh et al.
performed this study to identify if there is a learning
curve with its use.

Quantified intraoperative compartmental
loading

Methods
• 90 consecutive sensor-assisted TKA cases
(single-surgeon)
• Initial and final intercompartmental load differences
recorded before and after knee ligament balancing

Results
• After 30 cases, the surgeon’s capacity to achieve knee
ligament balance improved
• All cases after learning curve (30 cases) were
balanced (100%) (P < 0.001)
• No statistically significant difference in mean
operative time

Scatter plot of intercompartmental load
Scattered plot of intercompartmental load
difference in relation to case order
difference in relation to case order

Highest M-L load difference

• Examined (1) operative time and (2) final state of
knee balance (“balance” = mediolateral compartment
load differential ≤15 lbs.)
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Conclusion
There is a learning curve with the use of
sensor-guided assessment in TKA, after which a
surgeon can achieve consistent quantified knee
balance.

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Objective quantification of ligament balancing
using VeraSense 5*

Purpose
Conclusion

This study examines the use of VeraSense to achieve
a balanced knee, comparing measured resection and
modified gap balanced techniques. The proportion of
balanced knees (1) after initial trialing and (2) following
VeraSense-assisted balancing (final implantation) were
compared.

Using VeraSense, 94% of knees achieved
quantified balance.
Measured resection shows less initial balance
and requires more soft tissue adjustments
compared to modified gap balancing to achieve a
balanced TKA.

Methods

With balance data from VeraSense, surgeons may
reduce future complications associated with soft
tissue imbalance.

• 84 sensor-assisted TKA patients (measured resection,
n=34; modified gap balancing, n=50)

• “Balanced” knees = intercompartmental loading
difference ≤ 15 pounds
Results
• Initial trailing - 35.7% (n=30) balanced
• Final implantation - 94.0% (n=79) balanced
• Modified gap balancing (48.0%) showed significantly
higher proportion of balanced knees at initial
assessment compared to use of measured resection
(17.6%), (P=0.004)

Quantified TKA balance with VeraSense
Quantified TKA balance with VeraSense
% of quantifiably balanced cases

• Compartment loads recorded at full extension,
30°, 60°, 90° and full flexion for initial assessment
(INI), after each additional release, and after final
implantation (FIN)

100

94.0 %
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35.7 %
Initial

Final

(N=30)

(N=79)

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Dynamic sensor-balanced knee arthroplasty:
Can the sensor train the surgeon? 6*

Sensor-balanced TKA is proposed to lead to improved
TKA patient satisfaction and outcomes. What is not
known is whether there is a learning curve with this
technology, and whether sensor-use can improve
manual TKA balance skills once the sensor is taken
away and consequently “train” the surgeon.

Combined-continuous CUSUM chart
Combined-continuous CUSUM chart
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2)
(nonblinded
I andblinded
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II)
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5
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Methods
• Single-surgeon (experienced, high-volume)
prospective study on 104 consecutive TKAs using
accelerometer-based surgical navigation
- Non-blinded phase 1 (n=49) – Sensor-assisted
TKA, collection of final sensor loads
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Comparing non-blinded (phase 1) and
Comparing nonblinded (phase I) and
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2) CUSUM 10 scores
blinded (phase II) CUSUM 10 scores
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(attrition curve)

6

CUSUM 10

• Cumulative summation (CUSUM) analysis and
sequential probability ratio testing to analyze
surgeon learning curve in both phases

Acceptable case result: CUSUM line moves down
Unacceptable case result: CUSUM line moves up

-10

- Blinded phase 2 (n=55) – Manual-balanced TKA,
surgeon-blinded collection of final sensor loads
• No difference between phases in sex, age, height,
weight and BMI

Blinded phase 2
(attrition curve)
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Results
• Learning Curve curve (non-blinded phase 1):
sensor balance mastery attained most easily at 10°,
followed by 90°, and most difficult to attain at 45° of
flexion
• Attrition Curve curve (blinded phase 2): manual
balance was lost most quickly at 45°, followed by 90°
and preserved for longest at 10° of flexion
• Number of cases in the steady state periods (early
phase periods where there is a mix of sensor
balance and sensor imbalance) for both phases is
similar, followed by periods of accelerated learning
(consistent success) or attrition (consistent failure)

Non-blinded CUSUM 10 score

Blinded CUSUM 10 score

Conclusion
Surgeons who consistently use sensor-assisted
TKA will experience not only an initial learning
curve for attaining balance mastery, but also a
degradation of manual balancing skill once it is
removed.
Consistent sensor-balance can only be
guaranteed with constant sensor use.
By quantifying subjective coronal plane
“tightness” and “looseness”, dynamic sensors can
be used as a teaching tool and may be useful in
trainee education.

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Accuracy of manual surgeon-defined assessment of soft
tissue balance in TKA in comparison to VeraSense sensorguided measures – can we detect an unbalanced knee? 7*
Purpose

Results

The accuracy of surgeon-defined assessment (SDA) of
soft tissue balance in TKA was compared to sensorguided assessment with VeraSense to assess the ability
of sensor data in guiding the surgeon to achieve
targeted balance. The hypothesis is that arthroplastytrained SDA is a poor predictor of the state of soft
tissue balance in TKA.

Accuracy of surgeon-defined assessment of
balance – 62%
– Correct when predicting “balanced” – 61%
– Correct when predicting “unbalanced” – 65%
Change of surgical plan in 38% (n=90) of cases
– 29% (n=68) needed balancing
– 9% (n=22) prevented unnecessary balancing

Methods
• 238 single-surgeon, sensor-assisted TKAs
– 159 varus (mean -6.5°)
– 67 valgus (mean 7.3°)
– 12 neutral

Conclusion
Surgeon assessment is a poor predictor of knee
compartmental loads and balance.

• Conventional intramedullary guides, same implant
system for all TKAs

With surgical techniques that aim to improve
balance, improvements in quantification and
validation of knee balance are required.

• Standard trial surgical assessment and prediction of
knee balance status, then corresponding VeraSense
trial inserted to quantify balance (“balanced” = M/L
difference ≤15 lbf)
VeraSense
confirms
Surgeon claims
balance

176

108

VeraSense
contradicts

68

Total
patients

238

VeraSense
contradicts
Surgeon claims
unbalance

62

22

VeraSense
confirms

40

Positive
predictive value

61%

Change of
surgical
plan
38%
(N=90)

Requiring further
adjustments

29%

Preventing
adjustments

9%

Negative
predictive value

65%

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Can we really “feel” a balanced total
knee arthroplasty? 8

Intraoperative sensors were used in blinded (control) and
unblinded cohorts to compare the “feel” of an experienced
surgeon to sensor-generated data in order to evaluate
appropriate TKA balance through a range of motion.
Methods
• A total of 22 primary TKA patients in two groups (12
manual, gap balanced; 10 VeraSense, sensor-assisted),
were evaluated for any differences in mediolateral
loading and soft tissue release type performed.

Compartmental
loadingaverages
averages in manual
Compartmental loading
in manual
and VeraSense
and
VeraSense
cohorts cohorts
90

VeraSense (unblinded)

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

• Intraoperative sensors were used in both groups.
• The surgeon was blinded to the sensor data in the
manual group and was able to use the sensor data in
the sensor-assisted group.

Manual (blinded)

80
Loading (lbf.)

Purpose

Medial
10

Lateral
10

Medial
Lateral
45
45
Degrees of flexion

Medial
90

Lateral
90

Characteristic compartmental loading
examples in manual and VeraSense cohorts

Results
• The VeraSense cohort exhibited lower overall loading,
in both the medial and lateral compartments,than the
manual group.
• Intercompartmental loading through the range of
motion was significantly more symmetrical in the
VeraSense group than the manual group.

Manual (blinded)

Conclusion
Sensor-assisted surgery provides objective data
that may assist surgeons in decreasing the incidence
of outliers in loading across the knee joint.

VeraSense (unblinded)

Comparison of compartment load at various degrees in range of motion in medial and lateral compartments
Degrees of flexion

VeraSense cohort
mean (range) (sd)

Manual cohort
mean (range) (sd)

Medial compartment

1
 0°
45°
90°

22.8 (16-44) (8)
23.1 (9-38) (8)
20.4 (7-38) (8)

79.3 (12-228) (62)
77.2 (6-177) (51)
55.4 (4-159) (48)

Lateral compartment

1
 0°
45°
90°

17.2 (0-38) (10)
13.3 (4-25) (7)
16.1 (7-38) (8)

27.6 (0-102) (37)
31 .3 (0-99) (38)
28.4 (0-73) (29)

P Value

.01 08
.0035
.0326
.39
.15
.21

Sd, standard deviation
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Does a balanced TKA produce a more forgotten joint and
improved clinical outcomes? 1-3
A multicenter Blinded Control Trial
Purpose
Conclusion

The Forgotten Joint Score-12 (FJS-12) is a patientreported outcome measure evaluating the degree
to which a patient is able to forget about their joint
following surgery. The aim of this study was to
measure postoperative outcomes and joint awareness
in patients with and without a quantifiably balanced
knee following primary TKA.

Quantitative knee balance significantly improves
patient outcomes, with effects most pronounced
in critical early postoperative phases.

Blinded manual vs. unblinded VeraSense TKA
balancing

Better

Methods

• 332 patients in two patient-blinded operative groups:
–S
 ensor-guided TKA with quantified,
unblinded VeraSense balancing (n=162)

Worse

• Multicenter – 11 experienced surgeons, six centers

KSS satisfaction score

40

– Unbalanced = any M/L load differential > 15 lbf

Better

Forgotten Joint Score

–B
 alanced = M/L load differential ≤ 15 lbf through
ROM

Balanced

20

Unbalanced

*P<0.05
Preoperative

6 weeks

6 months

100

Worse

Patient-blinded groups were pooled postoperative
and restratified by state of soft tissue balance:

*

30

10

–S
 urgeon-guided TKA with blinded VeraSense
load measurement (n=170)
• Intraoperative sensors utilized in all cases. Blinded
group TKAs were balanced using standard, manual
techniques, with VeraSense data collection blinded
to the surgeon.

*

75

*

50

Balanced
Unbalanced

25
*P<0.05
0
Preoperative

6 weeks

6 months

Results
In the early postoperative phase, balanced patients:
•
 Are significantly more satisfied (KSS Satisfaction)
• Have a significantly more forgotten joint (FJS-12)
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Improved short-term clinical outcomes*
The use of intraoperative sensors significantly increases the patientreported rate of improvement in primary total knee arthroplasty9*
Purpose
The use of sensorized technology in TKA may help to
mitigate early soft-tissue complications and thereby
improve functional outcomes over manual techniques.
In order to evaluate the clinical efficacy of sensorassisted TKA at an early follow-up interval, 114
patients were evaluated using patient reported
outcomes scores and range of motion (ROM)
measurements.

Mean Score Change (pre-op to 6 months)
Manual

VeraSense

P-value

KSS Pain

29

36

0.001

KSS Function

23

27

<0.001

KSS Total

52

63

<0.001

Oxford

13

17

0.025

Methods
VeraSense vs. manual TKA balancing
• 57 consecutive sensor-assisted vs. 57 consecutive
manual
• All cases were performed by the same surgeon with
the same implant system.
• There were no significant cohort demographic or
co-morbidity differences.
Results
VeraSense: Statistically significant improvement
across all outcome measurements
• Faster improvement in PROMs (KSS, Oxford)
• Increased range of motion (P=0.002)

Conclusion
VeraSense has shown statistically significant rate
of improvement in PROMS and increased ROM
versus manual TKA balancing.
Use of objective data provided by VeraSense
allowed for more effective soft tissue
management in the sensorized TKA patients,
likely contributing to greater function and
decreased pain at early follow-up.

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Decreased risk of 90-day post-op complications (MUA)*
The use of electronic sensor device to augment ligament balancing leads
to a lower rate of arthrofibrosis after total knee arthroplasty10*
Purpose
Conclusion

Manipulation under anesthesia (MUA) is a common
treatment for stiffness and arthrofibrosis post-TKA.
Studies show a higher degree of success when
treatment is performed earlier (<3 mo.) post-TKA;
however, bundled payments models focusing on a
90-day episode of care may not provide reimbursement
within this time frame.

VeraSense can mitigate 90-day post-op
complications through soft-tissue balance.
A decrease in MUAs should reduce overall
TKA readmissions and lessen the costs and
risks currently under focus through CMS’s
comprehensive joint replacement payment
program.

MUA rates were compared for manual TKA versus
VeraSense Sensor-Assisted TKA to determine if
consistent soft-tissue balance had any effect on the
rates of 90-day post-op complications.
Methods
MUA rate: VeraSense vs. non-sensor
• 252 sensor-assisted vs.690 non-sensor
• All cases were performed by the same surgeon.
• There were no significant cohort demographic or
co-morbility differences.
• No difference in outcomes was seen based on implant
type, age or BMI

Overall rate of MUA

5
4

4.9%

3
2
1
P=0.004
0

Non-sensor
(n=690)

1.6%
VeraSense
(n=252)

Results
VeraSense: Statistically significant reduction in
MUA
• 67% decrease in rate of MUA
• 62% of observed MUAs were within the 90-day
post-op interval

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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Can a balanced knee save money postoperatively in
the value-based care 90-day bundle? 11*

Purpose
Sensor technology has shown to help surgeons address
soft tissue balance during TKA, leading to various clinical
benefits such as fewer manipulations under anesthesia
and improved patient-reported outcomes. Given this, we
aimed to analyze cost-effectiveness of sensor-assisted
TKA—analyzing costs and outcomes in the 90-day
postoperative window—to determine if the investment in
technology cost resulted in significant returns for providers.

Conclusion
Using VeraSense saves money in the 90-day
bundle ($725) by lowering variable costs of
postoperative and post-acute care.

Physical Therapy Visits

Methods
Three surgeon collaborators
• Control arm: cases without VeraSense technology
(n=932)
• Experimental arm: cases using VeraSense (n=709)

20

15

14.0

10

Control group: Truven claims database
• Gold standard representation of U.S. TKA market

5

• n=291,201

0

Considered provider cost-factors in the 90-day
bundle
• National average - $16,815

18.0
10.6

National
average**

Surgeons
pre-Verasense

Surgeons
post-Verasense

• Greatest variable costs are primarily in post-discharge
(complications, physiotherapy, physician visits, etc.),
present best opportunity for cost-saving
Results
Adoption of VeraSense technology leads to costsavings:
• Dominated by post-discharge aspects
• Primarily physiotherapy visits
• Cost-savings of $443 relative to pre-adoption cases
• Cost-savings of $725 relative to national
average (U.S.)

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
** Data not available in Truven Claims Database, data from Orthop Nurs. 2018 Nov/Dec ;35(6):382-390
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Healthcare economics | Can VeraSense mitigate revision TKA costs?

Cost mitigation during revision TKA*
Cost-savings when planned total revision changed to partial revision:
treating the ‘looks good, feels bad’ knee by diagnosing soft
tissue imbalance 12*
Purpose
Despite long-term success rates associated with
TKA, a large proportion of patients continue to
report dissatisfaction with their surgical outcomes.
Complications such as pain, stiffness or instability can
reduce a patient’s quality of life and may be attributed
to soft tissue imbalance. The cause of imbalancerelated complications is often difficult to diagnose,
but if unresolved may lead to early total revision
surgery. However, these procedures are associated
with a higher risk of postoperative complications,
elicit longer rehabilitation regimes, and can become a
financial burden to the patient and healthcare provider.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to determine
if the use of intraoperative sensors during revision TKA
led to a decreased need for all-component revision.

Results
Revision TKAs using VeraSense

88%

17
53

70 %

41

scheduled
for total
revision
Total r-TKA

of planned
total
revisions
changed to
partial
revisions
(n=36)

5
Preoperative plan

Partial r-TKA

Procedure
post-VeraSense

Average revision TKA implant cost
Total
revision

Tibia
component

Polyethylene

$6,770*

$2,880

$980

*represents ⅔ of medicare DRG

Methods
Fifty-eight revision TKA procedures
• Seven sites, seven surgeons
• Patients reported idiopathic pain, instability and/or
stiffness.
• Radiographs showed acceptable component
alignment with symmetrical joint gaps.
• Patients reporting pain had culture-negative
aspiration findings.

Changes to partial revision (n=36)
• 10 tibia-only, 26 polyethylene exchange
Estimated cost-savings: $4,990 per case
• In 36 of 58 cases, expected total revisions changed
to partial revisions, which equates to a theoretical
implant cost-savings of $179,640

Conclusion
VeraSense can facilitate implant cost
mitigation during TKA revision.
Potential cost-savings of partial revisions
• Shorter OR time, length of stay
• Less instrumentation, OR supplies
• Lower risk of complications (e.g., infection,
fracture)
• Shorter, easier postoperative rehabilitation
regime
• Less bone stock loss, less internal constraint
for patient

* This study utilized a non-Stryker VeraSense variant in reaching its conclusions. Outcomes may vary when using a Stryker variant.
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*Dr. Martin Roche participated in this research as founder of OrthoSensor, Inc. and is a paid consultant for Stryker. The opinions expressed by Dr. Roche are his and not necessarily
those of Stryker. Individual experiences may vary.

This document is intended solely for healthcare professionals.
A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when deciding whether to use a particular product when
treating a particular patient. Stryker does not dispense medical advice and recommends that surgeons be trained in the use of any particular
product before using it in surgery.
The information presented is intended to demonstrate the breadth of Stryker’s product offerings. A surgeon must always refer to the package
insert, product label and/or instructions for use before using any of Stryker’s products. The products depicted are CE marked according to
the Medical Device Regulation 2017/745 or the Medical Device Directive 93/42/EEC. Products may not be available in all markets because
product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your sales representative if
you have questions about the availability of products in your area.
Stryker or its affiliated entities own, use, or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: OrthoSensor, Stryker, VeraSense.
All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.
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